Abstract. We give a diagrammatic variant of Haken's normal surface theory, which relies only on a knot diagram and not on additional structures such as a triangulation. The variables are normal arcs rather than normal discs. The crucial ingredient is Menasco's crossing bubble technique. We demonstrate an unknot recognition algorithm utilizing these techniques.
Introduction
Haken's normal surface theory is at the basis of many of the known algorithms to solve problems in low-dimensional topology, e.g. recognizing the unknot 1 , or more generally, distinguishing 3-manifolds in a special class; the usual forms of Hakenstyle algorithms use triangulations of the knot complement or a handle structure not directly connected with the knot diagram. From a practical stance, this can be bad as the number of tetrahedra can be much higher than the number of crossings in the knot diagram. Additionally, information on useful properties of the diagram, e.g. whether the diagram is alternating or almost alternating, is not encoded into the triangulation.
In this paper we outline a variant of Haken's normal surface theory, based directly on the knot diagram. The crucial ingredient is Menasco's crossing bubble technique. The basic idea is as follows: given a knot diagram, a special surface, such as a spanning disc for the unknot or an incompressible surface in the knot complement, can be isotoped to intersect the plane of the diagram in a prescribed way, which we call Menasco normal form. For each region of the diagram, there are certain allowable configurations of arcs representing this intersection. The arcs must satisfy some linear equations. An algorithm is obtained by generating these equations from the diagram, finding solutions, and checking if one represents such a special surface. In the examples we mentioned, the algorithm terminates because a solution representing a special surface of "minimal complexity" will be in a particular bounded region of the solution space.
Menasco normal form is related to a generalized normal surface theory with respect to Thurston's decomposition of the knot complement into two ideal polyhedra [Thu81, Men83, Wee85] ; however, our variables are not normal discs but arcs in the diagram. Much of this paper is devoted to setting up the details of how to work with arcs instead of the discs of Haken's normal surface theory. The Haken-style approach using triangulations loses many properties of the diagram. An advantage of our approach is that the configurations of arcs are intimately related to the knot diagram.
In section 2 we explain basic terminology and give background on normal surfaces and algorithmic topology. input, patience, and encouragement. His initial suggestion that it would be fruitful to apply Menasco's techniques to unknotting led to this paper.
Preliminaries
All manifolds are assumed to be piecewise linear and triangulated. All maps are piecewise linear. See [Gla70] for an explanation of these basic terms.
A knot is a piecewise-linearly embedded circle into the 3-sphere. Two knots are equivalent if there is an ambient isotopy taking one to the other. The unknot refers to a planar triangle or any knot equivalent to it. As usual, we will regard equivalent knots as the same.
Every knot is represented by a picture essentially given by projecting it onto two dimensions. A knot diagram is a 4-valent connected planar graph with every vertex decorated to indicate which pair of (nonadjacent) endpoints of edges is part of the overcrossing and which pair is part of the undercrossing. A knot has many such diagrams and the fundamental problem of knot theory is to distinguish when two diagrams represent or do not represent the same knot.
The complement of the graph in the plane consists of connected components called regions. Each region has boundary divided up into vertices coming from the vertices of the graph and edges connecting them coming from the edges of the graph.
Let F be a surface properly embedded in the knot complement S 3 − N (K). A compression disc for F is a disc D in the knot complement such that D∩F = ∂D. A compression is given by removing a small neighborhood of ∂D from F and gluing in two parallel copies of D to the resulting boundary curves. A compression is trivial if ∂D bounds a disc lying in F . F is incompressible if every compression disc is Suppose we are given a knot K in S 3 in the form of a knot diagram. We consider S 3 as R 3 ∪ ∞ and visualize the diagram lying on a sphere (projection plane plus the point at infinity) in S 3 , which we denote S 2 0 . We will consider the diagram fixed from now on when we refer to K. Furthermore, assume with no loss of generality that K coincides with the diagram away from a small neighborhood of the crossings. At the crossings K rides along the top and bottom of bubbles placed at the crossings as in Figure 1 . ). We will always consider the knot K to be thickened, i.e. we consider a regular neighborhood N (K), since we will be examining surfaces with boundary curves twisting along the boundary of such a regular neighborhood. To keep the notation simple, we will refer to N (K) as K. Correspondingly we will consider B Let D be a disc bound by K. We can isotope D into a "nice" form as follows: make the interior of D transverse to the bubbles, the axes of the bubbles, and the plane of the knot diagram. We can push the pieces of D out of the bubbles, keeping everything transverse as before, except for the pieces of D that are "stuck" on the axes. These pieces become saddle-shaped discs inside the bubbles (Figure 2 ).
The parts of D near the boundary of D now look as in Figure 3 . Away from the bubbles we can suppose the parts near ∂D are vertical except at isolated points where there is twisting (see Figure 4 ). This twisting must occur when we encounter an undercrossing followed by an overcrossing, or vice versa, as we run along the knot.
From now on we suppose, as explained previously, that our disc D bound by the knot K intersects each bubble in saddles, the boundary is vertical at crossings, and the intersection with S 2 being transverse away from the crossings. Furthermore, we can suppose that the boundary proceeds monotonically along the boundary torus Starting with the disc D in saddle position, we perform a series of isotopies that reduces its weight to put it into an even nicer form.
Consider a curve of intersection, c, in D ∩ S 2 + that is innermost, i.e. bounds a disc of S 2 + which does not contain another curve of intersection. By pushing this disc a little bit into B 3 + , we obtain a compressing disc for D in B 3 + . The compression disc E bounds a disc in D, E . Together E and E is a sphere and so bounds a 3-ball in the knot complement. Thus we can isotope E across the ball to E and now c bounds a disc in B Additionally, we can suppose there are no circles that are entirely contained in a region of the diagram, since such a circle that is also innermost can be eliminated by pushing the disc it bounds into and then through the disc bound in the region. Finally, a curve that runs over a bubble on either side indicates the presence of a meridional compression, which is impossible for a disc. The meridional compression disc has boundary consisting of two arcs, one arc along a saddle and the other arc in the disc bound by the curve.
After doing one of these isotopies, the curves of intersection may no longer bound discs in B 3 + ; thus, we may need to repeat the compression process from before to ensure that this is the case. These isotopies decrease the number of saddles so eventually we arrive at a situation where there are no more of these We can redo this process with S 2 − , so that we have curves of intersection in
− with no such curve being contained in a region of the diagram; however, when we did the saddle reducing moves as before so that we have no curves running twice over a bubble, it may also be that the curves on the other side no longer bound discs in B 3 + or there may be curves running twice over a bubble. So we must then redo the process in B 3 + . We switch back and forth from the plus side to minus side, as necessary, and since the number of saddles is always decreasing, eventually the process terminates.
There can never be a loop of arcs that crosses over the same edge more than once. For, suppose there were. Pick two boundary arcs of the loop that run over the same edge and are innermost with respect to this property. Since the loop of arcs bounds a disc, there is a boundary compression disc whose boundary runs from one boundary arc to the other and then across the disc. This boundary compression splits off a disc. If the two boundary arcs were part of meridians, the boundary compression doesn't even separate the surface, which is a contradiction. But if the two boundary arcs are part of non-meridional boundary, by considering the disc split off by the boundary compression, we see that the monotonicity condition on the boundary curves is violated.
In particular we conclude that inside each region of the knot diagram S 2 ∩ D consists of arcs that go from one edge or bubble to a different edge or bubble. This is similar to the concept of "normal arc" used in normal surface theory.
Arcs that start at the edge near a bubble and immediately go through the bubbles were previously eliminated by flipping around the bottom strand of the crossing, instead of the top strand as before. To see this, consider the view from (a) The curve of intersection bounds a disc so it is simple to find the shaded disc.
(b) Pushing along the shaded disc (c) The end result is that two saddles have been eliminated the other side of the diagram. After doing saddle switches, we see that we are in the previous situation of a loop of arcs that runs over the bubble more than once.
Finally note we may have either top or bottom loops of arcs that look as in Figure 11 (a); however in that situation we can always eliminate a boundary arc without increasing the number of saddles. Figure 11(b) shows the result after a simple isotopy. Therefore, on an edge of a region, a boundary arc resulting from twisting proceeds transverse to a foliation parallel to the sides of the edge. Note that we cannot ask that this occur along the whole knot, since the vertical boundary condition at each crossing imposes restrictions.
The following theorem summarizes our conclusions:
A disc D spanning the knot K can be isotoped to be in saddle position and satisfy:
(1) every curve of S 2 ± ∩ D bounds a disc in B If the surface has meridional boundary components, then we can suppose the boundary is away from the bubbles. Thus only saddles appear at a bubble. There is no longer any twisting at an edge, but punctures in the surface are represented by curves of S 2 ± ∩ S crossing through an edge. This extends the previous notion of saddle position. As before, we can perform weight-reducing isotopies to simplify the intersection. A crucial observation is that these isotopies still preserve saddle position. Thus, as before, we have:
Let S be a properly-embedded incompressible, boundaryincompressible surface in the knot complement with non-meridional boundary components. Then S can be isotoped to be in saddle position and satisfy:
(1) every curve of S 2 ± ∩ S bounds a disc in B 
The Menasco normal equations
As with Kneser-Haken normal form, Menasco normal form lends itself to a version of integer linear programming. The straightforward approach to develop normal surface theory for Thurston's decomposition is just to consider normal discs in the two polyhedra of the decomposition. Unfortunately, this runs into the problem of enumerating normal discs in a polyhedron. The number of such discs appears to be much larger than the number of normal arcs.
In the previous section, we've reduced the number of possibilities for the arcs of intersections for each region of the diagram. We can now set up the variables and equations given by the diagram.
Instead of setting up equations satisfied by normal discs, we set up equations satisfied by arcs of a special type in each region.
Normal arcs.
A normal arc is an arc in a region with one of the following four types of behavior: starts from a bubble and ends at a different bubble, starts from a bubble and ends on an edge not adjacent to the bubble, starts from one edge and ends at a different edge (see Figures 13 and 14) .
The conditions of Theorem 3.4 imply a surface in Menasco normal form must intersect each region in normal arcs.
Normal equations and no intersection condition.
In a previous section, we described Menasco normal form. This imposes various geometric constraints on normal arcs used to describe a surface in Menasco normal form. The next step is to translate these into algebraic constraints, in particular, linear equations and certain "intersection" conditions mandating which variables can be nonzero at the same time.
Let S be a surface with boundary in Menasco normal form. The variables will represent the number of normal arcs of each type. To obtain the matching equations, we need only understand the possible ways normal arcs can join up across an edge or through a bubble.
The picture near a bubble is very simple. The equator of the bubble is naturally divided up into four pieces corresponding to the four regions touching the bubble.
The sum w i of the normal arc types which have an endpoint touching a piece i of This gives four linear equations but one is redundant:
The picture of S near an edge e will depend generally on whether that edge's ends abut both undercrossing and overcrossing or crossings of the same kind. First note that in Menasco normal form, the number of sheets, call it s, is the same at every overcrossing and undercrossing. This is because a boundary curve along an edge proceeds monotonically. Note that s will be our only global variable, i.e. independent of the edge e; all the other variables in what follows depend on e and thus have a subscript denoting the edge.
Suppose an edge e has endpoints with the same crossing types. Consider a small annular neighborhood of a boundary component of S. It comes onto e as part of a vertical sheet at say, an overcrossing, and every time it winds around e Some of the sheets coming in at one end of e may not twist from one side (top or bottom) to the other before it exits at the other end. Thus we introduce a variable j e to keep track of the number such sheets. We call the boundary arcs on e of such sheets, joins.
If there are no joins, we have a e = m e + s where m is the number of arcs connecting a normal arc on one side of e to an arc on the other side. See Figure   15 (a), where a e = 4 and m e = 2. If there are joins, then a e + j e = s. See Figure   15 (b), where a e = 2 and j e = 2. We can combine these two equations into one: a e + j e = m e + s. Of course, for a surface, only at most one of m e and j e can be nonzero.
Knowing s, j e , and a e is not enough to reconstruct S on e, because we need to know the direction of twisting. Thus we create new variables R e and L e measuring Note that m is the number of intersections of the boundary curves of the surface with a geometrically straight longitudal arc along e. In the event that s = 0, then m is the number of meridional boundary components on e. Now suppose that the ends of e have different crossing types. There are no joins. The number of normal arcs on one side of e cannot match the number on the other side. This is because now the surface is twisting around the edge some number of times with an additional half revolution. Given these two numbers, the direction of twisting is determined. For an example, see Figure 16 . 
where w j represent the sum of the x i 's of normal arc types with an endpoint on the j-th quadrant of the bubble.
For each edge e, devise auxiliary variables: a For ends with same crossing type: We define the no intersection condition as follows. Suppose that we have two normal arc types α and β with neither a join. Suppose also that neither type has an endpoint on the same bubble or edge. Then we define α and β to intersect if we see their endpoints alternate as we go round the boundary of the region, i.e. their endpoints "link".
There are also two more cases of intersection, corresponding to certain geometric intersections we do not want to allow along an edge. The first case is when we have a join and m on that edge is nonzero. The second is when R e and L e on an edge are both nonzero.
The no intersection condition is clearly similar to the "quad" condition of Haken's normal surface theory. Solutions to the linear equations may not satisfy them; however, any embedded surface in Menasco normal form must satisfy them.
4.3. The Menasco normal cone and realizability of solutions. These equations and the nonnegativity conditions for the variables cut out a pointed rational cone analogous to Haken's normal cone, which we will call the Menasco normal cone.
Consider the integral elements of this cone. When is such an element a realizable solution, i.e. represents a surface in Menasco normal form? A key ingredient of Haken's normal surface theory is that an integral element of the Haken normal cone will represent a unique normal surface if it satisfies the "quad" condition, which ensures certain intersections do not occur. We have a similar statement in our setting: Proof. We start by realizing the surface's boundary curves on the thickened knot.
Consider an edge of the diagram with the same crossing type at each end.
Consider the nonzero variables representing normal arc types with an endpoint on this particular edge. Geometrically realize the normal arcs, according to their quantity, placing them along the edge so they do not intersect. If we have any joins on the edge, the no intersection condition implies that m = 0, and thus we can create boundary curves that follow the pattern in Figure 15 (b) . If there are no joins, then we have a picture like Figure 15 (a) (m could be 0) . Also, the direction of twisting is given by R e or L e as only one of them can be nonzero.
Proceed like this for every edge with same crossing type at each end by realizing normal arcs and connecting them appropriately along the edge.
Suppose there is an edge of the diagram with differing crossing types at each end. Then the difference in the sums given by the number of normal arcs coming in from each side is equal to s. Using the direction of twisting given by the nonzero R e or L e , we can follow the pattern of Figure 16 .
Finally, from our construction thus far, we see that normal arcs along the same edge do not cross and no intersection occurs along any edge. But normal arcs not sharing an edge at either end cannot intersect either, as that is disallowed by the no intersection condition. Now geometrically realize the normal arcs represented by the variables of bubble-bubble normal arc types. For the same reason as before, we can do this without introducing intersections.
The normal equations for the bubbles ensure that we can connect the normal arcs into simple closed curves in S 2 ± . Each such curve determines a disc in B 3 ± and then the equations ensure that these discs and the saddles in each bubble connect together properly to give a surface. Note that up to isotopy at every step of the construction we had no choice in how to assemble the arcs. Thus the simple closed curves in S 2 ± are uniquely determined, giving a unique realization of a surface in Menasco normal form.
A basic theorem of integer linear programming is there is a finite minimal generating set for the integral elements of the cone [Sch86] . Such a set is necessarily unique. Because the no intersection condition (section 4.2.2) is satisfied by v(F ), the intersections between the curves of F 1 and F 2 on S 2 ± must be of a specific form. Intersections occur because the ends of the normal arcs of v(F ) must be placed along each edge and bubble in a particular order to avoid having the normal arcs cross.
When connecting normal arcs belonging to v(F 1 ) across an edge or bubble and then connecting those belonging to v(F 2 ) on the same edge or bubble, intersections may be created as in Figure 17 . We can perturb the surfaces so that their intersection of their curves lie inside regions (see Figure 18 ). This will be more convenient for the purpose of "cut and paste" operations.
For each intersection, there are two ways to resolve it by cut and paste ( Figure   19 ). Clearly only one cut and paste, called a regular switch (Figure 19 The following lemma, originally due to Schubert [Sch61] in the context of Haken's theory, states we can suppose each F i is connected, since D is connected, and no curve of intersection is separating on both surfaces (see lemma 7 in [Has98] for a proof in English). The proof translates over almost word for word to our context.
Lemma 4.9. If F is a connected surface in Menasco normal form and not fundamental, then F is the Haken sum of two connected surfaces in Menasco normal form, F = F 1 + F 2 such that no curve of F 1 ∩ F 2 separates on both F 1 and F 2 .
Another useful lemma is
Lemma 4.10. Suppose we have a Haken sum F = F 1 + F 2 with α a curve of
Then α is either 2-sided on both F i 's or 1-sided on both.
Proof. Pick a local choice of side on each surface together with an orientation on α. This frame gives an orientation locally. Following the orientation of α, extend the frame around loop α. Arriving back at our starting point, we see that if α is two-sided on one surface, then orientability of the knot complement implies that α must be two-sided on the other surface.
From our previous observation about the Haken sum, 1 = χ(D) = χ(F 1 ) + χ(F 2 ). Keeping in mind that each F i is connected by lemma 4.9, the classification of surfaces gives the possibilities:
• F 1 is a projective plane; F 2 is an annulus or Möbius band
• F 1 is a disc; F 2 is an annulus, Möbius band, torus, or Klein bottle
• F 1 is a punctured torus or punctured Klein bottle; F 2 is a sphere
The first case cannot occur as there is no embedded projective plane in a knot complement. For the second case, recall since D has s = 1, one summand has s = 1, while the other has s = 0. It must be the disc summand which has s = 1. But then F 1 is a disc which spans the knot, while having lesser weight than D, which is a contradiction.
Let us consider the last case that F 1 is a punctured torus or punctured Klein bottle and F 2 is a sphere.
Perturb F 1 and F 2 so that their interior circles do not intersect inside a bubble.
Pick a curve of F 1 ∩ F 2 , α, which is innermost on F 2 and bounds a disc E in F 2 which has minimal weight over all discs bound by an innermost curve. Since α must be 2-sided and separating on F 2 , α must be two sided and non-separating on F 1 by the previous lemmas. Thus, if we compress F 1 using E, then we obtain a disc D , whose boundary must be identical to the original disc D. 
The unknotting algorithm
Let K be an oriented knot diagram. We obtain the Menasco normal equations as explained in section 4.2.1. The methods of this paper also work to give a similar procedure for an algorithm to check if a link is split:
